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Keppel, G. & Wickens, T. D. Design and Analysis 
Chapter 8: Effect Size, Power, and Sample Size 

 
• “A researcher also attempts to design a sensitive experiment—one that is sufficiently 
powerful to detect any differences that might be present in the population. In general, we can 
create sensitive or powerful experiments by using large sample sizes, by choosing treatment 
conditions that are expected to produce sizable effects, and by reducing the uncontrolled 
variability in any study. (K3rd)” 
 
8.1 Descriptive Measures of Effect Size 
• “All to frequently, researchers compare an F test that is significant at p < .00001 with one 
that is significant at p < .05 and conclude that the first experiment represents an impressive 
degree of prediction...” Because the size of the F ratio is affected by both treatment effects 
and sample size, we can’t compare F ratios directly. 
• “Consider two experiments, one with a sample size of 5 and the other with a sample size of 
20, in which both experiments produce an F that is significant at p = .05.” Which result is 
more impressive? This is the problem posed by Rosenthal and Gaito (1963). Surprisingly, 
many of the “sophisticated” researchers that they asked reported that the experiment with the 
larger sample size had a larger or stronger effect. Can you explain why it’s more impressive 
to reject H0 with a small sample size? If you can’t do so now, you should be able to do so 
after you’ve learned more about treatment effect size and power.  
• Lest you think that this “old” study no longer reflects the statistical sophistication of 
psychologists, more recent studies have found similar results (e.g., Zuckerman, Hodgins, 
Zuckerman, & Rosenthal, 1993). 
• Various measures of effect size have been developed to assess the extent to which there is 
an effect of the treatment independent of sample size. (In other words, F and its associated p-
value are influenced by sample size, with larger samples leading to larger Fs and smaller ps.) 
 
Differences Relative to the Variability of the Observations 
• The standardized difference between means is similar to (but different from) a t-test, in that 
it computes the ratio of the difference between means over the pooled standard deviation of 
the two groups (and not the standard error, as in a t-test). [Think of the subscripts as 
indicating two different groups, here labeled 1 and 2, but the formula would apply to any two 
conditions.] 
 

     

€ 

d1,2 =
Y 1 −Y 2

s1,2
     (8.1) 

 
• With equal sample sizes, the denominator is the square root of the average of the variances, 
which is the geometric mean: 
 

     

€ 

s1,2 =
s1
2 + s2

2

2
     (8.2) 

 
• With unequal sample sizes, the denominator is a bit more complicated: 
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€ 

s1,2 =
SS1 + SS2
df1 + df2

    (8.3) 

 
• This measure of treatment effect has intuitive appeal (how different are the means relative 
to a standard deviation?) and is useful in constructing meta-analyses. 
 
The Proportion of Variability Accounted for by an Effect 
• We need another measure of effect size when we’re interested in assessing the overall 
treatment effect in a study with more than two levels of treatment. 
• One possible measure is R2. When you look at the formula, R2 should make sense to you as 
a measure of treatment effect. 
 

    

€ 

R2 =
SSA
SStotal

=
SStotal − SSError

SStotal
    (8.4) 

 
That is, you can think of the effect size in verbal terms as either: 
 

€ 

R2 =  effect size =  
variability explained

total variability
  OR  

€ 

total variability -  unexplained variability
total variability

 

 
When applied to the K&W51 data, you’d get: 
 
     R2 = 3314.25

5119.75
=.647  

 
• An equivalent formula for R2, using only F and n is: 
 

    

€ 

R2 =
a −1( )F

a −1( )F + a n −1( )
    (8.5) 

 
When applied to the K&W51 data, you’d get: 
 

    

€ 

R2 =
4 −1( )7.34

4 −1( )7.34 + 4 4 −1( )
=

22.02
22.02 +12

= .647 

 
• We could also use epsilon squared (also referred to as the “shrunken” R2). 
 

     ˆ ε A
2 =

SSA − (a −1)(MSS/A )
SST

 

For K&W51, we’d get 
 
     ˆ ε A

2 =
3314.25 − (3)(150.46)

5119.75
=.559  
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• According to Cohen (1988), we can consider three rough levels of effect size: 
 

“Small” -> R2 = .01 or d = 0.25 or f = .10 
“Medium” -> R2 = .06 or d = 0.5 or f = .25 
“Large” -> R2 = .15 or d = 0.8 or f = .40 

 
• One need not be embarrassed by small effect sizes. In fact, K&W point out that typical 
research in psychology will lead to medium effect sizes. Moreover, in programmatic research 
we often find ourselves interested in researching increasingly small effect sizes. 
 
8.2 Effect Sizes in the Population 
• Both d and R2 are descriptive statistics, but we’re typically interested in making an 
inference about a population from a sample. By substituting population parameters into the 
general formula for an effect, we arrive at omega squared (ω2), which is particularly useful 
because it is not affected by sample size. 
• For the single-factor independent groups design, ω2 is defined by either of these formulas: 
 

     

€ 

ω 2 =
σ total
2 −σ error

2

σ total
2     (8.8) 

 

     

€ 

ω 2 =
σ A
2

σ total
2 =

σ A
2

σ A
2 +σ Error

2
   (8.10) 

 
The numerator represents the treatment effects in the population and the denominator 
represents the total variability in the population (variability due to treatment effects plus 
other variability). When no treatment effects are present, ω2 goes to 0, so treatment effects 
yield values of ω2 that go between 0 and 1. (You can get negative values of ω2 when F < 1, 
but we can treat that situation as ω2 = 0.) People often refer to ω2 (and R2) as the proportion 
of variance “explained” or “accounted for” by the manipulation. 
• In general, because of sampling variability, R2 > ω2. 
• Because all the terms are Greek (It’s all Greek to me!), you should recognize that the above 
formula is not particularly useful (except in theoretical terms). However, we can estimate ω2 
in a couple of ways: 
 

    

€ 

ˆ ω 2 =
SSA − (a −1)(MSError)

SST + MSError
    (8.11) 

 
    ˆ ω 2 =

(a −1)(F − 1)
(a −1)(F −1) + (a)(n)

    (8.12) 

 
Both of these formulas should give you identical answers, but they probably obscure the 
theoretical relationship illustrated in the first formula for ω2. So, keep in mind that the 
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formulas are both getting at the proportion of the total variance attributable to the treatment 
effects. 
 
• If we apply the formulas to the data in K&W51, we get 
 
  ˆ ω 2 =

3314.25 − (4 −1)(150.46)
5119.75 +150.46

=
2862.87
5270.21

=.543   (Using 8.11) 

 

  ˆ ω 2 =
(4 −1)(7.34 −1)

(4 −1)(7.34 −1) + (4)(4)
=

19.02
19.02 +16

=.543  (Using 8.12) 

 
So, we could say that about 54% of the variability in error scores is associated with the levels 
of sleep deprivation in the experiment. 
• For this course, we’ll typically use ω2 for estimating effect size. As K&W note, the typical 
effect size found in psychological research is about .06...a “medium” treatment effect. 
• We must keep in mind that in experimental research, the designer of the experiment can 
have an impact on ω2 by selecting appropriate levels of the independent variable (using 
extreme manipulations, etc.). 
• OK, now we can assess the problem Rosenthal & Gaito posed. Assume the following: You 
are comparing two experiments, one with n = 5 and one with n = 20. Your experiments are 
single factor independent groups experiments with a = 4 (like K&W51). Your results are 
exactly significant at α = .05 (i.e., p = .05 and FObt = FCrit). Compare the treatment effects for 
the two experiments. 
 

 n = 5 n = 20 
 
FObt 
 

  

 
Treatment Effect 
 

  

 
Can you now see why the results are more impressive with n = 5? 
 
Effect Sizes for Contrasts 
• How do we determine the strength of a comparison (effect size)? The ω2 formula works 
only for overall or average treatment effects. For contrasts, we could compute the complete 
omega squared for the contrast: 
 

    

€ 

ωψ
2 =

σψ
2

σ total
2 =

σψ
2

σ A
2 +σ error

2     (8.14) 

• Alternatively, we could compute a partial omega squared: 
 

    

€ 

ω ψ( )
2 =

σψ
2

σψ
2 +σ error

2      (8.15) 
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• The logic of each formula should be clear to you. You look to see the proportion of the 
denominator that comes from the numerator. That is, what proportion of the total variability  
(8.14), or the error variability plus the variability due to the contrast (8.15), is represented by 
the contrast variability. As seen in the pie chart below, Formula 8.14 relates the SSComp to the 
SSTotal (which actually includes SSComp). The disadvantage of this statistic is that the 
denominator includes other treatment effects. Formula 8.15 relates SSComp to the error term 
(SSS/A) plus the SSComp, and thus includes only the comparison effect of interest.  
 

 
 
• K&W also provide a couple of formulas that will allow you to estimate ω2 for comparisons. 
The first formula (8.16) is closest in logic to (8.14): 
 

    

€ 

ˆ ω ψ
2 =

Fψ −1
a −1( ) FA −1( ) + an

    (8.16) 

 
• The second formula that K&W mention (8.17) is closer in logic to (8.15): 
 

    

€ 

ˆ ω ψ( )
2 =

Fψ −1
Fψ −1+ 2n

     (8.17) 

 
• In the notes for Ch. 4, we looked at some simple comparisons from K&W51. Looking at 
the simple comparison of the 4Hr and the 20Hr groups from K&W51 {1, 0, -1, 0}, we’d get 
estimates of effect size for complete and partial omega squared as: 
 

€ 

ˆ ω ψ
2 =

Fψ −1
a −1( ) FA −1( ) + an

=
11.77

3(11.77) +16
= .229

ˆ ω ψ( )
2 =

Fψ −1
Fψ −1+ 2n

=
11.77

11.77 + 8
= .595

 

 
• Ultimately, the logic underlying the partial omega squared seems stronger than that 
underlying the complete omega squared. 
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Recommendations 
• K&W recommend that you report the mean and standard deviation (or standard error), as 
well as the obtained F ratios—even if they are not significant. Use ω2 (or partial ω2 for more 
complex situations) if you are going to report a measure of effect size (which would often be 
useful). (Because sampling error influences d, you should avoid using it.)  
 
8.3 Power and Sample Size 
• Type I error rate (α) is set to .05 (fairly rigidly). 
• Type II error rate (β) is not known, nor is power (1-β), because they are determined by 
several factors: “the significance level α, the sample size n, and the magnitude or size of the 
treatment effects ω2.” Nonetheless, we might attempt to achieve a particular level of power 
and Type II error. That is, we might ask ourselves what level of Type II error we’re willing to 
tolerate (given that we’re willing to tolerate Type I error of .05). A typical admonition is to 
try to keep Type II error to .20 (i.e., 1-β = .80). 
• We can use power calculations to plan an experiment, choosing the sample size necessary 
to generate power of a certain magnitude (e.g., .80), given a particular treatment effect size. 
• We can also use power calculations at the conclusion of an experiment, though we typically 
do so when the experiment produced no significant effects and we want to get a sense of the 
power that had been present in the study. 
• Cohen (1962, 1992), Brewer (1972), Rossi (1990), Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer (1989), and 
others have found that power of typical psychology experiments reported in journals is about 
.50. What is the implication? Presumably, half of psychological research undertaken will not 
yield significant results when H0 is false. J 
• So, here’s a thought question. What are the implications of low power for psychology as a 
discipline? Think it through...what’s the cost to the discipline of conducting research that 
doesn’t find a significant result when it should? What’s the cost of finding significant results 
that are erroneous (Type I error)? 
• “We can control power by changing any of its three determinants: the significance level α, 
the size of treatment effects ω2, and the sample size n.” 
• You’ll see how to affect power through controlling sample size, but don’t get hung up on 
increasing power in only that way. Another approach to increasing power is to reduce error 
variance. (You could also increase power by increasing the treatment effect, right?) 
• “There are three major sources of error variance: random variation in the actual treatments, 
unanalyzed control factors, and individual differences.” 
• You can control random variation in lots of ways, including: carefully crafted instructions, 
carefully controlled research environments, well-trained experimenters, well-maintained 
equipment, and automation of the experiment where practical. 
• Control factors are best handled by careful experimental design coupled with appropriate 
statistical analyses. 
• In an independent groups design, you’re stuck with individual differences. You can reduce 
individual differences by selecting particular populations, but that will reduce the 
generalizability of your results. 
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8.4 Determining Sample Size 
• Power is determined by α (which we cannot really vary from .05), by ω2 (which we can’t 
really know in advance in most research), and by n (which is the only variable readily 
manipulated in research). 
• Note that you probably need only a rough estimate of necessary sample size.  
 
Finding the Size of the Target Effect 
• If you are engaged in a research program, you probably have a sense of the relative effect 
size in the fifth experiment in a series. You may also be able to estimate ω2 if you have a 
sense of the pattern of means (minimal interesting difference) that you’d like to detect.  
• Although you cannot really know the level of power in advance, you can make some 
assumptions that enable you to make more accurate estimations. One approach is to look at 
similar research or to actually conduct pilot studies to provide a rough estimate of the needed 
parameters. As K&W note, you don’t really need to know the exact values of the means you 
might obtain, only the relative differences among the means. 
• If you have no idea at all what may happen in your study, you could probably assume that 
you’re dealing with a medium effect and (in a somewhat arbitrary fashion) set ω2 = .60. 
 
Finding the Sample Size 
• Once you have a sense of the effect size of your experiment, you can determine the sample 
size necessary to generate an appropriate level of power. You can do so by using a Table 
such as that seen on p. 173 (Table 8.1), by using the Power charts in Appendix A.7, or by 
using a program such as G•Power. 
• Table 8.1 shows three different power levels, but let’s assume that we’d typically like to 
achieve a level of power of .80. As you can see in the table, as the number of conditions 
increases, you need a smaller sample size. It’s also the case that as your effect size increases, 
you can get away with a smaller sample size.  
• In Table 8.1 (for an single-factor experiment with 4 levels), we need only look at a small 
portion of the table. To achieve power of .80 (a reasonable target), and with α = .05, we need 
to have 17 participants per condition (68 total) when doing an experiment with a large 
treatment effect (ω2 = .15), 44 participants per condition (176 total) when doing an 
experiment with a medium treatment effect (ω2 = .06, which is fairly common), and 271 
participants per condition (1084 total) when doing an experiment with a small treatment 
effect (ω2 = .01).  
• So, in order to achieve sufficient power (.80), you need lots of participants when you’re 
dealing with small effect sizes or when you adopt more stringent α levels (.01). 
 
Using the Power Charts 
• To use the Power Charts (590-595) to determine sample size, you need to estimate the 
noncentrality parameter φ. There are actually several approaches one might use, but let’s 
focus on one. 
• We calculate the needed sample size using the following formula: 
 

     

€ 

n = φ 2
1−ωA

2

ωA
2      (8.18) 
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• First, you need to find the proper chart according to the number of treatment conditions (a-
1). So, for an experiment like K&W51, you’d have four conditions and dfnum = 3. K&W 
suggest choosing dfdenom = 50. Using a level of power of .80 (and dropping a line down to the 
X-axis to determine φ) would yield φ = 1.6. Assuming ω2 = .06 (a medium effect size) and 
filling in the values in the formula would yield n = 40. Of course, in such an experiment, if n 
= 40, then dfdenom = 156. However, if you go back to the chart and look between the 100 and 
infinity curves, you’ll see that φ = 1.55. That change yields a new estimate of n = 38, which 
isn’t that big a change. (Remember, you want only a ballpark figure for n.) Table 8.1 tells us 
that we’d need n = 44, so this estimate is fairly close. 
 
Sample Sizes for Contrasts 
• K&W provide examples of computations for determining sample sizes for contrasts. 
However, it’s actually a simple matter...whatever sample size you’re using it’s probably too 
small. J Keep in mind that for post hoc tests, for example, you’re going to be more 
conservative than when computing the omnibus ANOVA. That means that it will be more 
difficult to detect differences in your comparisons. The one antidote to the loss of power is to 
have a larger sample size. 
 
8.5 Determining Power 
 
• If you’re taking Keppel’s (and Cohen’s) advice, you’ll be determining the sample size of 
your study prior to collecting the first piece of data. However, you can also estimate the 
power that your study has achieved after the fact. That is, you can compute an estimate of ω2 
and then power from the actual data of your study. The procedure is essentially the same as 
we’ve just gone through, but you’d typically compute this after the fact when you’ve 
completed an experiment and the results were not significant.  
• To use the Power Charts, you need to use this formula: 
 

     

€ 

φ =
nω 2

1−ω 2      (8.19) 

 
• Once you have computed φ, you’ll be able to estimate power in the charts. 
• Imagine, for instance, that you’ve completed an experiment with a = 3 and n = 5 and you’ve 
obtained an F(2,12) = 3.20. With FCrit = 3.89, you’d fail to reject H0. Why? Did you have too 
little power? Let’s check. 
 

ˆ ω 2 =
(a −1)(F − 1)

(a −1)(F −1) + (a)(n)
=

(2)(2.20)
(2)(2.20) + (3)(5)

=.227  

 
So, even though we would retain H0, the effect size is large. Using our estimate of effect size, 
we would find that  

€ 

φ =
nω 2

1−ω 2 =
(5)(.227)
.773

= 1.21 
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An estimate of φ = 1.21 means that power was about .36—way too low. In fact, we’d need to 
increase n to about 12 to achieve power of .80. 
• For the K&W51 example, you should get an estimate of power of about .88, based on φ2 = 
4.75. 
• Cohen also has tables for computing power, but these tables require that you compute f to 
get into them. The formula for f2 is similar to the formula for φ2 using ω2, except that n is 
missing. That is: 

f 2 =
ˆ ω A

2

1 − ˆ ω A
2  

• Various computer programs exist for computing power. You might give one of them a try, 
although different programs often give different estimates of power (sometimes quite 
different) depending on the underlying algorithm. One program to check out is G•power, 
which is available on the Macs in TLC206. You can download the program from 
http://www.psycho.uni-duesseldorf.de/abteilungen/aap/gpower3/. As seen below, this 
program works in terms of f, rather than ω2. 
 
Using G•Power 
 
A Priori Analyses (Determining sample size) 
• First, let’s see how to use the program in a predictive (a priori) fashion to estimate sample 
size. You’ll need to provide some information, including an estimate of effect size. Doing so 
is a bit more difficult because the program works using f and not ω2. Nonetheless, presuming 
a medium effect size would be f = .25. Note how the information has been entered into the 
window below left: 
 

            
 
That is, I’ve indicated that it’s an a priori analysis for an F-Test (ANOVA). I’m presuming α 
= .05, that 1 – β = .80, and that Effect size f = .25. I also need to tell the program that the 
experiment has four groups. When you click on the Calculate button, G•Power tells you (as 
seen above right) that the Total sample size (N) = 180, so that n = 45.  
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• Instead of using f = .25, you could use the Determine button to compute an effect size by 
entering a predicted population standard deviation (sigma) and the predicted means and 
sample size (n) for the groups in the experiment. G•Power will determine f, which you can 
transfer to the main window and the program will then allow calculate a sample size to 
achieve the desired level of power, given the computed f.  
 
Assessing Power After an ANOVA 
• Now you’ll be able to estimate lots of parameters based on the results of your ANOVA. 
First, switch to the Post Hoc analysis for the F-ratio. After clicking on the Determine button 
the Effect-Size Drawer emerges to the left, as seen below. I’ve entered the square root of 
MSError to estimate σ, the group means and n’s.  
 

 
 
Click on the Calculate and transfer button and G•Power tells you that your effect size f = 
1.173. If you now click on the Calculate button (lower right), G•Power tells you that your 
power was .93. 
 
Pretty cool for a free program, eh? 
 
“Proving” the Null Hypothesis 
 
• As we’ve discussed, you can presume that the null hypothesis is always false, which 
implies that with a sufficiently powerful experiment, you could always reject the null. 
Suppose, however, that you’re in the uncomfortable position of wanting to show that the null 
hypothesis is reasonable. What should you do? First of all, you must do a very powerful 
experiment (see the Greenwald, 1975). Keppel suggests setting the probability of both types 
of errors to .05. (Thus, your power would be .95 instead of .80.) As you can readily imagine, 
the implications of setting power to .95 on sample size will be extreme...which is why 
researchers don’t ever really set out to “prove” the null hypothesis. 
• Another approach might be to do the research and then show that the implications of your 
results on necessary sample size to achieve reasonable power would be to run a huge sample 
size. You might be able to convince a journal editor that a more reasonable approach is to 
presume that the null is “true” or “true enough.” 


